
 
 

TDS 5.4 
WARRIOR INTERIOR/EXTERIOR CLEAR BRICK DRESSING 

 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
Warrior Interior/Exterior Clear Brick Dressing is a synthetic resin based masonry coating which is simple to use, 
quick drying, and offers excellent resistance to yellowing and alkaline attack.  It enhances the natural colour and 
restores depth to brickwork, ensuring an attractive gloss and long lasting finish. 
 
 
USES: 
 
Warrior Interior/ Exterior Clear Brick Dressing can be applied to brick surfaces. 
 
SPECIFICATION OR RECOMMENDED PAINT SYSTEM: 
 
New masonry surfaces: Ensure that the surface is dry, free from all forms of dirt, sand and loose plaster or cement.  
Apply the first coat thinned 10-15% by volume with Turps.  To finish apply two coats of Warrior Brick Dressing as 
supplied to the surface allowing 8 hours drying time between coats.  
For maintenance painting apply one coat when required. 
 
 
PROPERTIES: 
 
APPLICATION:            Brush, Roller, and Spray* 
CLEANING SOLVENT:    Mineral Turpentine 
THINNING SOLVENT:    Mineral Turpentine                   
SPREADING RATE:        PRIMER COAT: 6-8m² per litre 
      TOP COATS: 8-10m² per litre 
DRYING TIMES:     SURFACE DRY: 1 hour 

TOUCH DRY: 8 hours 
OVERCOATING: 8 hours 

PACK SIZE:     1L, 5L 
COLOUR RANGE:     Clear only 
FLASH POINT:     >35°C 
VISCOSITY:     35 ± 5 sec F4      
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0, 85 ± 0, 05 kg per litre  
FINISH: Gloss 
  



 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
*For spray application, contact our Technical Department. 
 
a) Do not apply this product to surfaces which are continually damp. 
b) Surfaces must be completely dry as any residual moisture in the substrate can result in blistering. 

c)          It is important that this product be thoroughly mixed with a flat paddle before use. 

d) As per standard painting practices, no painting should take place if surface or ambient temperatures are 
below 10⁰C or above 30⁰C. Painting should cease at 3pm or when rain is imminent. 

 
 
 
DISCLAIMER 
The recommendations contained herein are given in good faith and are meant as a guide for specifiers and users. 
They are based on laboratory tests and practical historical experience. No guarantee or warranty is implied by the 
recommendations contained in the Technical Data Sheet as conditions of use, application method, cleanliness and 
soundness of the substrate are beyond our control.  
N.B. Technology may change with time necessitating changes to the Technical Data Sheet (TDS). It is the specifiers 
and users responsibility to ascertain that the latest TDS is being used.     
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